Puff Stitch Flower
Designed By: Clare Sullivan
Thank you Joyce S for converting my video into written format
Video tutorial –
Supplies Needed:
Scrap yarn
Crochet hook
Darning Needle
Scissors
Stitches Used (US) Terms:
Magic Ring
Slip Stitch (SS)
Puff Stitch
Chain (CH)
Pattern Notes: I used 8 ply / DK / sports weight yarn and a 6.5mm/K hook. Using a considerably
larger hook size than what your yarn calls for, will ease pulling through the stitches when making the
puff stitch.
Example: Worsted Weight {4} yarn uses a K/6.5mm or L/7.mm.
With 8ply or DK/ Sport {3} weight yarn a J/6.0mm or K/6.5mm.
You may also use the alternative of a Chain 1 between puff stitches instead of a Chain 2, for a tighter
flower. (Chain 1 used for flower in photo)
Pattern Stitch: Puff Stitch, YO (yarn over) insert hook into ring, YO pull up a loop and hold, repeat 6
times for 13 loops on your hook. YO and pull through all 13 stitches, CH 1 to secure
Make a Magic Ring; use any method that you are comfortable with to make this.
1. YO, draw up a loop and hold on the hook, YO and draw up a loop, hold. Do this four (4) more times
for a total of 6; you should have 13 loops on your hook. YO and draw the loop through all 13 loops,
Chain one (1) to secure; CH 1
Repeat this process five (5) more times for a total of six (6) Puff Stitches, SS to first puff stitch to join
(place your hook into the securing CH1). Pull your tail to tighten and draw flower in, fasten off and
weave in tails.
Thank you for choosing my pattern, Clare xx
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